
Accessible home appliances.
For visually impaired people.

Do you miss cooking your favourite meal? Are you afraid to make mistakes 
when operating your home appliances? Do you wish your appliances were 
accessible?

Feelware conversion kits remove the accessibility barriers of appliances 
like cookers, washing machines and others. Feelware is a pioneer and 
specialist for accessible home appliances and offers conversion kits that 
make appliances accessible. Make your installed appliances accessible 
with Feelware conversion kits and enjoy comfortable and independent use 
of your appliances.

We would love to give you a first hand experience of Feelware conversion 
kits by sending you some demonstration material. Please reach out to us 
for further information about testing Feelware.

www.feelware.eu
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+49 157 571 656 93



Cooking and baking with Feelware

Feelware C - comfort and safety without compromise for cookers

The Feelware C conversion kit fits for almost all electric cookers, ovens 
and hobs with rotating knobs, regardless of whether they are retractable 
or fixed. The Feelware C control knobs with tactile and visual symbols 
replace the original control knobs and give you comfort, control and safety 
while cooking and baking.

Your advantages is short:
- Ergonomic operation of all functions of the appliancee

 - Very good perceptability of the tactile and visual symbolse
 - Fast and precise control of hob and oven functionsl
 - Safety against mix-up and maloperation of control knobsw

Feelware C control knobs are custom made for your appliance. Prior to 
purchasing Feelware C knobs, you can test them with a demo-kit. Please 
reach out to us for an individual consultation and offer.

Feelware C control knobs monuted on an electric cooker: The rotary knobs 
are equipped with large white symbols on a black background. They have 
tactile symbols to allow a safe and comfortable operation of the appliance. 
All knobs have tactile symbols on their front side which help to attribute the 
knob to the different elements of the cooker. Furthermore, the knobs for the 
hob look and feel very different than the oven knobs.
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Feelware P - the universal conversion kit for electric cookers
The tactile symbols of the Feelware P conversion kit are glued to the 
original control knobs of cookers and give you the safety which is so 
essential when cooking and baking.
 - Simple, ituitive operation of the main functions
 - Safety against mix-up and maloperation of control knobs
 - Strong adhesive for durable installation 
 - Easy to learn with audible instructions

Doing the laundry with Feelware

Feelware P mounted on fixed (left) and retractable knobs (right). Tactile 
symbols indicate the control knob's functions and settings.  

Feelware PW - the universal conversion kit for washing machines
Use your washing machine comfortably and safely with the Feelware PW 
conversion kit.
 - Find and select washing programs and functions safely
 - Strong adhesive for durable installation
 - Fits for washing machine with unique control elements

Feelware PW installed on the control panel of a washing machine. Tactile 
symbols are mounted on the program selection knob and the switches,
indicating the functions of the control elements.



Accessible new appliances from Feelware
You need a new appliance liek a cooker, oven, hob or dishwasher?
We have a very good overview of the appliance market and know, which
appliances meet the needs of blind and visually impaired people. Contact 
us for an individual consultation. In many cases, we can help with the 
selection and arrange the delivery and installation of a suitable appliance
and the fitting Feelware conversion kit. 
Your way to an accessible appliance starts with Feelware.
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Feelware Markers - Useful helpers for your household
You use tactile bumper dots in your household and you are annoyed with 
their poor durability and the limitations of marking different or complex 
items? Feelware Markers come with extra-strong adhesive to make your 
markings last. Feelware Markers are available in two version: 

Feelware Dots are general purpose markers with a prominent dot. A set 
consists of 10 pieces.

Feelware Symbols are unique markers with 10 different symbols. They 
allow for clear marking of control elements and settings.

The Feelware Dots (top) have
a prominent dot. 
Feelware Symbols (bottom)
come with different distinct 
symbols.


